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Introduction.
The decline of the saving rate of the US economy in the 80's has brought renewed attention to the topic of the determinants of saving. If greater saving rates are believed necessary to sus tain higher long term growth, tax policies should promote saving. Among the several componentes of the research agenda on the determinants of saving, the corporate veil issue has received a great deal of attention because of its dramatic implications in the public finance and macroeconomic fields. If cash payments from corporations to individuals! which decrease corporate saving, are not count.erbalanced by increased personal saving, then the tax treatment of corporate income, specifically how it differentiates between dividends and retained earnings, is of paramount impor tance in the determination of private saving. The issue in question is whether a US$l reduction in corporate saving, given constant wealth, is matched exactly by a US$l increase in personal saving, leaving private saving and personal consumption unchanged.1
In the next section we review the literature on the corporate veil topic. Two papers receive special attention) Auerbach and Hasset (1989) and Poterba (1989) . In the third section we consider an extension of those works using aggregate data. Due to the noise generated by aggregation across all wealth classes of the population and due to econometric difficulties, no clear cut answer can be obtained with aggregate data. Condusions are presented in the last section, as well as a proposal to extend the pesent study using the available micro data.
Survey of the literature.
The corporate veil topic belongs to the literature on the de terminants of saving. More specifi cally, it deals with questions of how much information is taken into account by agents when they are making saving (consumption) decisions, and what is the relevant time span for this decision. Standard economic theory tells us that a pure change in the timing of payments -i.e., for a given profit level whether a corporation decides to pay later (keep retained earnings), rather than sooner (pay dividends) -should have no effect in the present discounted value of house hold's income from corporations, and therefore should not affect private saving (although it will probably affect personal saving) and personal consumption. 2 Share repurchases and leveraged buy outs (LBO's), as long as they do not change the agent's valuation of his assets, fall in this same neutrality or Ricardian Equivalence proposition.
A thorough exposition of why the neutrality proposition would fail may be found in Poterba (1987) . For the neutral ity proposition to hold, we require that households have equal marginal propensity to consume (mpc) out of changes in the present discounted value of either labor income, capital gains or dividend payments (this, in turn, requires that households face no liquidity constraints, and perceive changes in equity values as permanent shocks). If these mpc's diff er, alternative forms of corporate veil will arise. If the mpc out of the present discounted value of labor income differs from the other two, a revenue-neutral change from personal to corporate tax is likely to affect private saving and personal consumption. If the mpc out of the present discounted value of the dividend stream differs from the one out of the corporate gains stream, the best known form of the cor porate veil shows up. It is commonly referred to as·the "bird-in the-hand" eff ect, and corresponds to the anecdotal evidence that stock-holders would consume more when they receive a check in 2Thls is not true if liquidity constraints are. present. However, it is very implausible to have liquidity constraints among stockholders that could he relaxed by dividend payments, because the assets could be sold in the first place or used as collateral to borrow and relax the constraints. The distribu tion of share ownership is very concentrated among wealthy individuals (see Curtin, Juster and Morgan (1989», making liquidity constraints implausible aggregate restrictions within this group. Another consideration is that taxation on realization rather than accrual re duces the effective tax burden. H the statutory capital gains tax rate were equal to tax rate on dividends, and the investor's discount rat.e did not exceed the rate of return, the present discounted value of household's income from corporations would increase when profits are retained (and the stock not sold) instead of distributed as dividends.
the mail than they would if the corporation decided to retain the profi ts and they had to sell the stocks themselves to realize the capital gains. Furthermore, to guarantee the absence of a corpo rate veil we also require the net change in the market value of corporate equity not to diverge from the net change in corporate taxes.
On the corporate side, two counteracting effects may cause the net change in the market value to depart substantially from the net change in corporate taxes. If managers invest retained earn ings in projects yielding below-market returns, then tax-induced shocks to free cash flow will decrease share values by less than the full increase in corporate taxes. 3 On the other hand, " ... if inter nally and externally financed projects yield different returns not because managers misappropriate funds, but because the imper fect observability of new project quality leads external financiers to demand rates of return above' the investors' discount rates to compensate for the risk of being lured into unprofitable projects, then higher corporate tax burdens compound a preexisting distor tion" (Poterba (1987) , pp.495). Which of these two effects, if any, predominates is a matter of empirical testing. This test, however, would require a complete model of corporate behavior, since ac tual tax changes are not lump sum levies, affecting incentives for investment and many other aspects of corporate behavior.
On the household side, two effects are also believed to be im portant. Firs, if households do not consider change in the market value of the assets to be as {'permanent" as dividend payments, the marginal propensity to consume out of such perceived tran sitory wealth will be lowr than that out of changes in dividends. When one thinks of an informed maximizing agent, it is hard to imagine why the gains or losses in the stock-market would be per ceived as "transitory." 4 For when there are gains, the agent can 3 1\ An increase in corporate taxes will be partly financed by lower levels of managerial misappropriation, so higher corporate taxes combat a preexisting distortion in the market for corporate control. Even if households exhibit equal marginal propensities to consume out of ca.pital gains and disposable income, a revenue-neutral increase in corporate tax burdens could therefore raise constunption" (Poterba (1987) , pp.494/5). 4 In his comments to Potcrba (1989), Hall mentions the possible existence of a similar eff ect, which can be explained by standard economic theory. He refers to the case of forced realizations from merger and related activity. IIIf the always sell the stocks and transform the "transitory" gains in per manent ones. Abstracting from taxes and transaction costs, there is no reason why a $1 retained (and reflected in the stock price) would affect consumption any differently from a $1 distributed as dividend. If there are losses, the ('transitoriness" claim would lead us to believe that a greater fall in consumption would come about when the firm choose to reduce its "expected" dividends (as long as the dividends paid are nonnegative) than when the firm chooses to decrease its value. For example, suppose that a firm suffers an unexpected loss of $100 in a given year, which it is not presumed to repeat itself in the future. The firm could either reduce the customary dividend paid for its 100 shares by $1, or keep these dividends constant and let the price of its stocks fall by $1 each. If the «transitoriness" effect holds, shareholders will decrease con sumption more if dividends fall. So, if the firm let prices fall by $1 instead of reducing dividends by the same amount, sharehold ers that perceive this loss as "transitory" will not fully adjust as they would if dividends fell. But if this happens, it must be the case that the shareholder believes that the stock price is under valued, i.e., that the $ 1 fall was "too much" . However, if this is the case, the shareholder faces a positive change in his investment opportunity set (the stock price is less than the perceived value), which induces him to invest (save) more and consume less. How important this latter effect is depends on the model considered, in particular on the utility function chosen." In any case, this effect would tend to make the investor react in the same direction as if wealth variable in the consumption function measures the change in wealth associated with buyouts correctly, then the coefficient on the actual buyout proceeds should be zero, his null hypothesis. Even when the buyout occurs at a large premium to immediate past market value, consumption should respond only to the resulting incrase in tota.l wealth. However, in an economy where corpora.tions are valued persistently far below their breakup values, there is room for a difference between shareholders' valuations and market value.
Waves of buyouts, stimulated by changes in laws and regulations, could well enter the Ando-Modigliani consumption function because they raise share holders' valuations in relation to current market value. Hence-Poterba's null hypothesis is not obviously a correct characterization of rational conswner behavior" (Poterba (1989), pp.5). Since the investor's valuation of his corpo rate wealth is not observable, no test in the literature has so far accounted for the possibility mentioned by Hall. 5Iflog utility is asswned. consumption-investment decisions are invariant with respect to changes in the investment opportunity set. dividends were reduced, Le., save more.
However, nothing that was said above really has the fl avor of the informal argument that is invoked to justify investor's inertia with respect to their portfolios when the stock market changes. The informal argument seems to rely more on lack of information of the portfolio behavior. So, when the investor receives dividends, it works as if he were receiving information that his wealth had increased. If management uses dividend payments as a way of sig naling its evaluation of the present and future performance of the firm, this may very well be an explanation. Dividends are known to be highly stable. Unless a "permanent" or "repeatable" change has occurred, management will prefer not to change the habitual dividends. Nevertheless, it is farfetched to invoke an explanation based on the assumption that a large number of investors rely mainly on the level of dividends to extract information on the corporation's performance.
The second effect on the household side is completely ac counted for in standard economic theory. A revenue-neutral tax reform will most likely redistribute wealth among households. If such redistribution benefits households with lower (higher) marginal propensities to consume, private saving will rise (fall), even when all households pierce the corporate vei1.6
Many authors invoke irrational behavior or myopia (people do not see far enough in the future) as possible explanations for 6 "Interhousehold differences in saving propensities may arise from factors that affect saving propensities at all ages as well as from life.-cycle considerations. Variation in rates of time-preference or bequest motives could explain sav ing differences that persist throughout the life-cycle. Households with lower time-preference rates will consume less in their early years and acquire a larger stock of wealth at the peak of the life-cycle trajectory than will households with higher time-preferences rates. Asset holders will therefore have a higher saving rate than recipients of labor income, as in the growth models devel oped by Nicholas Kaldor and others. Revenue-neutral increases in corporate taxation will therefore reduce private saving, since they place higher burdens on high-saving households. Life-cycle differences is saving behavior may alter this result. Most assets are held by older individuals, who might be expected to have a low marginal propensity to save. A corporate tax increase that reduces the value of the corporate capital stock therefore transfers wealth away from households with high marginal propensities to consume, poten tially raising saving. The net effect of a revenue-neutral reform depends on the distribution of equity ownership and the magnitude of the dJfferences in consumption propensities" (Poterba (1987) , pp.496/7). the corporate veil. Several empirical studies have attempted to test the neutrality proposition (for example, that it does not mat ter for private saving whether profits are retained or distributed as dividends), '1l'lch mixed results. This body of modern empiri cal literature can be traced down to Denison's (1958) observation that gross private saving was more stable than either personal or corporate gross saving. Other papers followed, trying to test whether there is total or only partial off setting between corporate and personal saving (for references, see footnote 56, in Poterba (1987), pp.497).
The first empirical issue is to determine the variables that will enter the test. While the whole motivation of the study has to do with private saving, unavoidable problems of how to split pri vate saving between corporate and personal saving make private saving a very problematic concept to deal with. Poterba (1987) has a lengthy exposition of such problems. He raises three main problems. The first one is the treatment of corporate pensions. The second is the national accounes failure to adjust corporate saving for inflationary gains on corporate debt. However contro versial, solutions that provide a fairly high degree of consistency among definitions can be found for these two problemsj for exam ple in Poterba (1987) . Unfortunately, this is not the case for the third problem. As Poterba clearly states: "". it is impossible to avoid some inconsistency in distinguishing personal from corpo rate saving. Distinguishing stock repurchases from other types of asset purchases, including purchase of stock in other-companies) would link the corporate saving rate to the type of assets pur chased by corporations. Treating share repurchases and dividends alike would led to inconsistencies between asset transactions that transferred cash from firms to households. If a household were to sell a patent or equity in a partnership to a corporation, the sale would not alter measured corporate saving, while selling corporate stock back to the firm would. Moreover, if share repurchases were considered net dissaving, then debt-financed common stock repur chases would affect measured saving, evey though, these trans actions simply exchange one security for another. In principle, corporate saving could be measured net of all asset transactions. It would then correspond to gross capital formation within the corporate sector. But that is not the concept that the national income accountants, concerned with the share of corporate in-come that is reinvested within the corporate sector, attempt to measure" (Poterba (1987) , pp. 461/2).
Since the existing empirical literature on this topic has dealt basically with aggregate data, a natural step to solve the problem above is to restate the model in terms of effects on personal con sumption, instead of on private saving,7 This change, however, may generate other problems. Saving (and wealth) is much more concentrated than consumption. Stock ownership, in particular, is very concentrated (the 1983 Survey of Consumer Finance shows that 51.3% of the total holdings of common stock and mutual fund shares belongs to the 0.8% upper classs; see Curtin, Juster and Morgan (1989) , table 10.8, pp.504). Mankiw and Zeldes (1989) provide empirical evidence that stockholders behave much more like intertemporal utility maximizers than non-stockholders do. Therefore, substituting personal consumption for private saving as the dependent variable amounts to changing from a variable that is basically determined by the top 10% of income distribu tion to one that is determined by a much larger fraction of the population. This may lead to problems when interpreting the econometric coefficients. A hypothetical example is given below of a situation where such problems may occur.
Imagine that the majority of the population has its consump tion expenditures constrained by liquidity considerations. This portion of the population contributes negligibly to personal sav ing. On the other hand, the wealthier portion of the population is responsible for most of the saving, and does not have liquidity constraints. Assume also that there is a corporate veil, and that dividends payments are positively correlated with income, but not with wealth. If we could legitimately regress private saving against dividend payments and other variables, the estimated coefficient on dividends would be negative and significant, indicating the eX istence of the corporate veil. On the other hand, when personal consumption is used as the dependent variable, two factors will hide this fact. First, personal consumption is largely determined by current income, because the liquidity constrained households are responsible for most of aggregate consumption, especially so if durables are excluded from consumption. So, the eff ect of div idend payments on consumption is small when compared to the effect of income. Second, since dividends and income are collinear, the standard error of the dividend coefficient will increase, giving very low power to the test (the dividend coefficient will probably show up positive, as it should be, but statistically insignificant). Therefore, the use of aggregate personal consumption as the de pendent variable may veil the corporate veil.s Needless to say, this is an aggregation problem. With the above assumptions, the problem is the existence of two types of agents: the "typical" saver, whose consumption decisions obey an intertemporal maxi mization problem constrained only by lifetime wealth; and a "typ ical" consumer, whose consumption decisions are bounded also by liquidity constraints. Were it feasible to observe these decisions at the level of the household, or at least at a lower level of ag gregation where one could differentiate the "typical" saver from the "typical" cO' nsumer, we would not incur in this aggregation problem.
Despite the caveat above, most modern studies on the cor porate veil issue use an aggregate model to derive some test of how wealth-neutral corporate cash payments to individuals (usu ally dividends) aff ect consumption (saving). As we saw above, economic theory says that no effect should occur. The key point is the wealth neutrality of the cash payments, because if the con sumption feasibility set is altered, so are consumption expendi tures. If dividends are positively correlated with wealth, standard economic theory predicts a positive and statistically significant coefficient of dividends in a regression with personal consump-tion as the dependent variable. This is a problem of econometric endogeneity; both consumption and dividends are driven by an omitted variable, for example, a very good crop or a technological breakthrough that increases wealth. Therefore, only movements in dividends that are orthogonal to wealth are of interest in a test for the corporate veiL Finding wealth neutral changes is not an easy tusk. Share repurchases and LBO's are believed to raise signifi cantly the mar ket and investors' valuation of the stocks, therefore expanding the consumption feasibility set. To conclude that consumption rises when stockholders have their stocks converted into cash in a LBO may simply mean that wealth has increased.
To circumvent the endogeneity problem, POLerba (1987 and 1989) calculated the tax preference parameter e" which is a weighted average across shareholders of after-tax income associ ated \\'ith dividend payout, divided by the after�tax income asso ciated with undistributed profits:
where S is the number of distinct shareholder classes in the analysis,
Wit is the weight of investors in class ij mit is the marginal dividend tax rate on investors in class iJ Zit is t.he accrual-equivalent capital gains tax rate, and r[ is the rate of tax on undistributed profits. Poterba (1987) shows that the relative tax burdens on divi dends and capital gains affect the fraction of corporate earnings that are distributed to shareholders. If this lax preference param eter, Ot, is orthogonal t.o wealth, it can be used as the identifying assumption in the econometric model. Although the orthogonal ity between Ot and wealt.h seems to be plausible, there is no firm theoretical ground for such assumption.
Another way to avoid the joint endogeneity problem is to invoke rational expectations. Changes in dividends that are anw ticipated should not have any effect on consumption. Auerbach and Hasset (1989) use this approach to build their test of the corporate veiL
We shall now concentrate on these two ways of testing for the presence of a corporate veil with aggregate data. Given the objections mentioned above to the use of saving as the variable to construct the test, we shall analyze only the two papers that account both for the joint endogeneity problem and use consump tion instead of saving: Auerbach and Hasset (1989) and Poterba (1989).
2.1. Auerbach and Hasset (1989) . Auerbach and Hasset (1989) test two implications of the per manent income hypothesis (PIH) related to the presence of the corporate veil. The first testable implication from the PIH ana lyzed by the authors is that "". the changes in dividend policy that are anticipated, and hence provide no new information to shareholders in estimating their wealth, do not affect aggregate consumption" (Auerbach and Hasset (1989) , pp.7). Following the tradition initiated by Hall (1978) , they derive the testable impli cation from the Euler equation of a representative agent intertem poral optimization problem. They assume a CES utility function, and that a fraction A of the agents in the economy are liquid ity constrained (following the modeling of Campbell and Mankiw (1987) ). The estimated equation is:9 where tle, = first-difference of consumption (excluding durables); p.. ' = constant termj r� = expected real rate of return; tlyii = first-difference of expected labor income; tlyk; = first-difference of expected capital income (excluding dividends); tldi = fi rst-difference of expected dividend income.
If PIH holds, Ai = 0, i = 1,2, 3. The estimation for quar terly data is done by instrumental variables. The instruments are 9They also estimate other forms of the same equation without decomposing the income term. See equation 1, Auerbach and Hasset (1989) , pp.ll. the second, third and fourth lags of consumption and income (la bor, capital ex-dividends and dividends), the second lag of the six month T-Bill rate, and second, third and fourth lags of pre-tax corporate profits and the after-tax return to shareholders of a dol lar distributed versus a dollar retained (9t). The main empirical finding is that the no veil hypothesis (>' 3 = 0) cannot be rejected. Three main qualifications must be highlighted when analyz ing this result: two concerning the modeling, the third concerning the estimation process. In what concerns the modeling, there is no a priori reason to believe that the proportion A of people that are liquidity constrained remains fixed over time. The economet ric implication of such simplification is the following. Suppose the true model is (2a).
We can always rewrite (2a) as (2b).
So, (At -A)fldf will be incorporated in the error term. Since the instruments are lagged two periods, no inconsistency is likely to arise from this fact. However, the test will certainly lose power.
The second qualification concerning the modelling is that their null hypothesis states that an increase in expected dividends does not relax liquidity constraints and, by doing so, spur con sumption. Adherents of the corporate veil view usually have in mind other mechanisms, as myopia or irrationality, to justify their beliefs. Concerning the estimation, the use of two-quarter lagged instruments, necessary to correct for the MA(l) error term, makes very implausible that an already weak effect (the corporate veil) will survive the instrumenation.1°
l OIn his comments ot Auerbach and Hasset (1989), Deaton says: "In order to avoid time-aggregation ef f ects, are used in the regressions, but for many of the variables, such instruments have only very poor explanatory power. In consequence the standard errors are large, so tha.t in the conclusion that anticipated dividends do not sig nifi cantly affect changes in consumption, it is the word usignifi cantly" that ought to be emphasized, not the words "do not". While it is true that the significance of the income term [..\1] survives the instrumentation, it is a good deal larger to start with, larger than we would expect the dividend tenn to be, even if we accepted ( ... ) that dividends get spent" (Deaton (1989), pp.2).
The second testable implication from the PIH analyzed by the authors is that "... the response of changes in consumption to changes in different forms of wealth (corporate versus nOll corporate) are equal" (Auerbach and Hasset (1989) , pp.7). The difference between this implication and the first one is that, in the later model, no wealth neutrality (including the requirement of keeping wealth distribution unchanged) is required.
The test is based on the theoretical implication of the PIH that consumption should be a constant fr action of wealth, if inter est rates are held constant. Therefore, consumption and wealth should be co-integrated, and the error term from equation (3) below should be stationary.11
where A, = non-human wealth;
H, = human wealth.
The authors do not fi nd 0, to be stationary, and therefore re ject the hypothesis of co-integration. When income is included in the relation, see equation (4) below, the hypothesis of co integration cannot be rejected . This is interpreted as further evi dence of liquidity constraints.
where k = constant; NCW, = non-corporate wealth; Cw, = corporate wealth; Y D, = current income (ex-dividends); D, = current dividend income. The regressions are carried out both in levels and in first differences. The major finding of this part of the paper is that the aggregate marginal consumption out of corporate equities is very close to zero. The authors point out that this puzzling result may follow simply from the highly concentrated distribution ot corporate wealth among households associated with the higher propensity to save from these wealthy households. Therefore, it would be desirable to redo the analysis with a dataset in which llSee equation (9). Auerbach and Hasset (1989) , pp.21.
we could separate the upper fraction of the income distribution to see if this results still held.
In this comments to the paper, Hall questioned the general model specifi cation. The traditional consumption function can be characterized as Ct = a(r,lT)(At + Ht)
where a = fraction of current wealth at time t; r = rate of return; IT = intertemporal elasticity of substitution.
The literature suggests that IT is close to zero. Therefore, the authors should use a(r,O) = r, meaning that there is· no in tertemporal substitution. Hence, the consumption function can be rewritten as Ct = rtAt + rtHt
The authors proxied for TtHt with a measure of labar income, v f, although they did that because Ht cannot be measured di rectly. What Hall seems to disagree with is the use of At in the regression, instead of a proxy for TtAt! as capital income, yf. He suggests that the zero coefficient on corporate wealth may be due to this fact. A test for this hypothesis is presented later in this paper.
Poterba (1989).
The aim of the paper is to investigate " the effects of in creased cash payout, and of (forced realization' of capital gains in corporate control transactions, on the aggregate level of aggregate consumption" (Poterba (1989), pp.l). He uses data for Britain, Canada and the U.S ..
Poterba's consumption function is
where SH R65t = fraction of the population aged 65 or greater (see equation (1), Poterba (1989), pp.6). The variables At and Ht are measured at the beginning of the period. The null hypothesis (no corporate veil) is that " 4 should be zero, provided that the source of variation on Dt is uncorrelated with other news that may affect consumption. The identification assumption is that Ot affects Dt, but cannot affect consumption in any other way.1 2 If Ot indeed affects Dt I as a pre vious work (Poterba (1987)) shows to be true for the U.S. data, then an equivalent test can be constructed by replacing D, by 0, in the regression, instead of applying instrumental variables. Equa tion (8) (see equation (4), Poterba (1989) , pp.S) is the estimated equation, and the null hypothesis is as = 0 (no corporate veil).
C, = OCo + alA, + oczH, + 0i3SH R65, + <>50, + c,
No the that Poterba's specification is quite similar to Auber bach and Hasset's (see equation (4)). Like them, Poterba uses labor income as a proxy for human wealth, but includes property wealth (A,) instead of capital income in the regression. Poterba then extends the test to include the cash payments to sharehold ers in corporate control transactions, the idea being that those cash payments are involuntary conversions of stocks to cash. He acknowledges that the level of corporate takeovers may lead to asset revaluations, and tries to control for this effect by replacing A, by A'+1 in equation (9).
This however may lead to inconsistent estimates, since At +l and c, are most likely correlated.
C, = <>o+ocIA, +a2H,+0i3SH R65,+a50,+froCASH M ERG,+c, (9) where CASH M ERG, = cash payouts in control transactions.
A caveat is required here. If there are significant .transaction costs, involuntary cash realizations can indeed spur consumption. One does not have to invoke myopia or irrationality to explain the increase in consumption in this caseJ 3 This is particularly true h "This assumption is open to question since much of the vadation in the · relative tax burden on dividendst especially in the United States, is due to systematic tax reforms which also affect the tax burdens on other types of capital income. Evidence from Hall (1988) and other studies, however, sug� gests tha.t changes in after�ta.x asset returns are virtually uncorrela.ted with tjme�series movements in consumption growth. The identifying assumption is therefore unlikely to be seriously viola.ted" (Potcrba (1989), pp.33/4).
13 Given constant wealth, if one expects to receive an runount of cash in excess of his needs of current consumption (it does not matter whether this cash comes as dividend income or as forced realizations), and there are costs to recompose the portfolio, the "rational" reaction will involv e an increase in consumption.
in the case of forced realizations, when supposedly shareholders would receive a significant amount of cash that they had preferred to keep in the form of stocks (or at least they did not act before to sell the stocks). Although Poterba mentions this possibility, he does not investigate it in the empirical part, maybe because he is more concerned with the final eff ect on consumption than with the mechanism that drives it. It may be worthwhile to try to determine empirically the relevance of this "excess liquidity" effect.
Poterba's results may be interpreted in the following way The PIH falls short of explaining all the movements in consump tion. The residual noise is a low-frequency series, and is highly correlated with many other time-series, among them a,. Poterba conclude that this correlation is corroborative evidence for the corporate veil view. This can be seen in his results by noting that "'5 falls whenever a slow-moving time-series (as a time-trend) is included in the regression. The same happens when SH R65, is included in the regression.
Two results need further investigation. First, the coefficient of SH R65, is astonishingly high. Since SH R65, is a slow moving process, it must be serving as a proxy for some other eff ect that was omitted in the regressions. Second, "'5 for the U.S. is of one order of magnitUde greater than for Britain or Canada. There is no theoretical reason why dividends should be that much more relevant in the U.S ..
Regarding the estimation strategy, Poterba does the regres sions both in levels and in differences. First-diff erencing kills a lot of explanatory power of low-frequency series, such as a,. And the whole test relies precisely on this variable. Therefore, Poterba's best results are in the regressions in levels. However, in this case, he is vulnerable to the spurious regression criticism. Therefore, Poterba's results can at best be marginally indicative of a corpo rate veil.
The main conclusion of this section is that aggregate tests are inconclusive on the corporate veil issue. This is because:
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• The variable private saving cannot be split into corpo rate and private saving in a consistent way. This creates a problem because the "typical" saver, in which we are interested, may not behave in the same way the "typi car' consumer does, mainly because the later is believed to be constrained by liquidity considerations; e When consumption is used as the dependent variable, other effects, as the existence of liquidity constraints, may contaminate the coefficient of the dividend variable;
II) The econometric problems are very difficult to oYer come: when a rational expectations approach is used, the two-period lagged instrumentation makes it very dif fi cult to capture the possible corporate veil effect, even if it indeed exists; when the variable 0, is used directly in the test, its slow moving character make its coeffi cient very easily disturbed by the inclusion of other slow moving variables, such as a time trend. The following section presents some empirical tests using ag gregate data intended to solve some of the problems just reviewed.
3. Empirical tests using aggregate time�series.
The model.
The model draws heavily on Sargent's (1987, chapter 3) expo sition of Hall's (1978) consumption function. There is a represen tative agent who maximizes lifetime utility. The utility function is time-separable and has the following quadratic form:
R, is the real gross rate of return. In this model, the random process (R,) is degenerate, i.e., R, = R = 1 + r > 1, for all t, with certainty. Labor income (yf) is assumed to be an uncontrollable random process, evolving according to a stochastic process that the agent cannot affect, so that no joint determination of con sumption and labor supply is allowed. Consumption decision at time t (G,) is made without observing labor income at t(yf). Given these assumptions, the maximization problem at t = 0 is:
where fi is the discount rate (constant), and At is property wealth.
The Euler equation is, therefore:
We assume further that fi = R-', and denote human wealth by Ht:
Substituting the Euler equation in the lifetime budget constraint we get the following closed form solution for consumption."
Following Hall's suggestion in his comments to Auerbach's paper, we proxy [(r/R)At] by capital income (yf), and [r/R(Ht)] by labor income (yf). In a model in which expected aggregate income does not grow, these simplifications amount to making the two concepts of income equation to the amount that could be consumed without altering the respective wealth concept (when there is growth, the approximation is still valid, but the coefficient of income will be affected). With these approximations, equation (15) becomes:
From this equation, we construct our test for the corporate veil by splitting capital income between dividend income and the other components of capital income. Furthermore, to focus only ou those variations of dividend payments that are orthogonal to wealth, We instrument the dividends income with the variable O t .
14U {3R if:. 1, then the coefficient of wealth is B�:;l.
As mentioned before, Poterba (1987) shows that the variable B, has good explanatory power for dividend payments in the U.S .. Following Poterba (1989), we directly replace the dividend income in the equation by the tax dividend bias variable (B,), instead of instrumenting with 0 , (this is because we are only interested on the t statistic, which is the same in both procedures, not on the level of coefficient itself). The equation we estimate is equa tion (18). Note that I' and 1 2 are not assumed to equal 1 as in equation (17), because it may be the case that the discount rate differs from the inverse of the interest rate (see footnote 16) and this formulation also accommodates the general case of expected growth. The error term in equation (18) may be interpreted as being generated by the use of actual income as a regressor. The ideal regressor would be the certainty equivalent of income, which proxies for [(r/R) Wealth] . We assume that actual income differs from its certainty equivalent by a white noise error term.
If there is a corporate veil, 1 3 should show up positive and significant. To provide comparability with Poterba's (1989) re sults, we also estimate this equation adding a timetrend and the percentage of the population above the age of 65 (SH R65,). Un like Poterba, we do not correct for serial correlation in the errors using the Newey-West (White) procedure. This is because there is no a priori reason to believe that the errors will not be white noise. The low Durbin-Watson statistics that Poterba (1989) gets for the regression in levels come from the fact that he is dealing with I(I) variables. If equation (18) is not a co-integrating re gression, the correction for auto-correlation in the errors will not provide the asymptotically correct test."
The theoretical reason for expecting equation (18) to be a co-integrating regression comes from the PIH. If the PIH held, we would expect t.hat in the long-run consumption corresponds to a fraction of wealth. Given the assumptions and simplifications carried out so far, a test of the existence of this long-run equilib rium is a test of whether equation (18) is indeed a co-integrating regression. We perform this test in the next section.
Empirical results.
We estimate equation (18) with annual and with quarterly data. The annual data used is the same used in Poterba (1989) . Capital income is constructed in from the Citibase nominal se ries, deflated by the implicit deflator for personal consumption expenditures on nondurables (GDCN). For consistency with the test, our measure of after-tax capital income excludes dividend payments. The quarterly data used is also from Citibase. Tables 1 and 2 present the results for annual data. The crit ical values for the Dickey-Fuller CD.F.) and Augmented Dickey Fuller (A.D.F.) tests are from Engle and Yoo (1987) .16 For the 10% significance level, the critical values of those tests are reported on the tables following the respective statistic.
On table IJ where consumption includes expenditures on durables, the only specification for which the coefficient of B, has the expected (positive) sign and is also significant is the third one (third column), which includes the time-trend and the per cent of the population above 65. This specification variance encompasses all the others.17 However J if consumption does not include durables (table 2), the coefficient of B, is never signfi cant. For the third specification in tables 1 and 2, one of the co-integration tests (the D.F.) accepts co-integration (the Durbin Watson is also higher than for the other specifications). The in clusion of durables in the consumption variable is controversial. This is because the purchase of durable consumption good may also be interpreted as a form of saving. The right consumption measure, however J should include the flow of services from the durables. We did not compute such a measure. Therefore, table 2 should be given somewhat more weight than table 1. With this caveat in mind, the results with annual data are only indicative of the existence of a corporate veil.
16The A.D.F. has four lags, Le., p = 4 in the notation of Engle and Yoo (1987) .
17 I thank the anonymous referee for emphasizing this point.
Tables 3 and 4 present the results for quarterly data. Now, the coefficient of 0, shows up positive and signifi cant whenever ei ther or both of the variables time trend or SH R65, is included in the regression. This result, however, is difficult to interpret. First, because in all regressions in which the coeff ficient of Bt is signif icant, the coefficient of capital income shows up with the wrong sign and significant. Second, because the A.D.F. test, which is the relevant test for this case where we are dealing with quarterly seasonally adjusted data, accepts the non co-integration hypoth esis for all cases, but the last onelS As commented before, there is not a clear theoretical reason why the variable SH R65, should be included in the model.
Regarding the puzzle found by Auerbach and Hasset (1989) that the aggregate marginal propensity to consume out of corpo rate wealth is near zero -we found that the annual results indicate that the marginal propensity to consume out of property wealth is indeed near zero.19 The quarterly results, however, are mixed. When the time-trend and SH R65, are not included, the coefficient of capital income increases significantly with respect to the annual results. When either or both of those variables are included, the coefficient has the wrong sign. As pointed out by Auerbach and Hasset (1989) , this result is likely due to the combined effect of aggregation across the different wealth classes of the population and the fact that property wealth is overwhelmingly owned by wealthy people with greater saving propensities.
In summary, the empirical results are indicative of the exis tence of a corporate veil. This result, however, is rrot fully con clusive, given the caveats discussed above. In the last section we propose another avenue of research using micro data that we hope will shed more light on the topic.
Conclusion.
The need to boost the savings rate in the U.S. has brought renewed attention to the corporate veil topic. If the mere fact of carrying wealth through the corporate threshold can affect private 16The first especification is also barely significant at the 10% level in table 4.
19Since we are using capital income as a proxy for [(r/R) property wealth], the coefficients cannot be interpreted as the aggregate marginal prope nsity to consume. The literature on the corporate veil topic was surveyed. Two studies received special attention: Auerbach and Hasset (1989) and Poterba (1989) . Since there is no consistent way of splitting private saving into corporate and personal saving, those studies focus on the effect of changes in dividend payments on aggregate personal consumption. Because consumption is determined by a much larger fraction of the population than saving, and because the "typical" consumer is believed to be liquidity constrained un- like the "typical" saver j the use of consumption instead of saving as the dependent variable may substantially increase the noise-to signal ratio. Econometric difficulties added to the this problem and prevented those authors from reaching clear cut conclusions about the existence of a corporate veil.
The empirical part of this paper implemented tests for the corporate veil using aggregate time-series data. These tests solve some of the conceptual and econometric problems with the pre vious tests. The empirical results were indicative of the existence of a corporate veil, although they were not fully conclusive due to unavoidable aggregation problems.
Micro panel data could provide definitive evidence for the corporate veil topic. Ideally, we would like to be able to merge household consumption information with complete financial infor mation about the household's portfolio. This requires getting the Social Security number of the members of the households inter viewed in the Consumer Expenditure Survey and obtaining access to their tax return files. This would allow us to actually observe how agents act when they receive dividends as opposed to when profits are retained. Unfortunately, we are not in the position of doing so. The feasible approach is to use only the consumption and fi nancial information contained in the Consumer Expenditure Sur vey (CES). The drawback of that dataset is that we will not be able to observe the composition of household's portfolios of stocks, only their total amount (and there is only one observa tion for each household's total stockholdings, preventing fi rst differencing). Therefore, we would have to rely on a strong the oretical assumption to find a proxy fo r each household's retained earnings. We could assume, following the CAPM's results, that all households hold the same portfolio of risky assets, and therefore use the average retained earnings from some broad portfolio (Stan dard and Poor's 500, Dow Jones, etc.) to all households. Such procedure would give us a noisy proxy of the actual retained earn ings, Given the empirical evidence against the proposition that everybody holds the same diversified portfolio of risky assets, it is doubtful that such procedure would generate results acceptable by the profession. Another drawback is that the CES has been run on a regular basis only since 1980 (see AHanasio,Koujianou and Weber, 1989) . The richness of the dataset is in the cross-section dimension. Our aim is to be able to disentangle the effects that combined at the aggregate level did not allow previous studies to provide (l dear answer to whether there is or not a corporate veil.
Another possibility would be finding datasets in other coun tries that provided both financial and cOllsllm:)tion information on the household.We are unaware of any such dataset, and would be very much grateful if any existing one were brought to our attention.
